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Introductory Note 

 

This is a an online guide is created by the Young Women  Leaders team based in Saudi Arabia. Its 

purpose is to offer women information on  Small Bussiness startup for women in theh Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia and strategical.The Young Women Leaders in the  KSA  has produced  this toolkit that 

serves to educate women of their rights in Saudi Arabia in the work field .  The information serves 

to increase the awareness of certain rights and laws that govern the interest of women regarding 

the employment sector. 

 

The toolkit is has four main topics which is beneficial to prominent young women in business. 

 

The topics are: 

 

1- Starting a small business (English) 

2- Employment of Women Booklet (English) 

3- Labor Law information in KSA (Arabic / English) 

4- Preparing for Interviews (Arabic / English) 

5- Interviewing Skills (Arabic) 

6- CV Writing (English) 

 

These topics are very central to building inter and intra personality skills which are needed to 

empower women in the workfield. We hope that information can inspire women to advocate for a 

better role as well as to empoer them with the basic knowkedge needed for their advancment. 

Throughout the booklit details on the KSA labour laws will help women preserve their rights. Also, 

what we tried to do was to introduce the skills to successfully  undergo any interview.  
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I. HOW TO START YOUR OWN SMALL BUSINESS? 

 

Starting a business is scary in any economic climate. You’re putting yourself on the line – your 

ideas, sweat, capital, time, and relationships – in the hope that your gamble of starting a business 

will pay off. 

What do you need to succeed in business? Experts say that you need to have loads of persistence, 

passion, and hard work – and yes, luck. But there’s really no single winning formula that can 

guarantee the success of your business. You have just to do it, and do it right. 

 

Here are the initial 25 tips: 

 

1. Develop a product or service that people will want to pay. Find out what your customers 

need and want. Watch them. Talk to them. Understand them. Ask them about their problems, and 

what types of solutions they think will address those problems. Give customers what they want, 

and they’d gladly pay you for it. 

 

2. Define your business model. Think how your business will make money. Simply put, first 

identify where you will get the money (your customers) and then how you will get the money 

(sales, marketing and other strategies). 

 

3. Don’t reinvent the wheel. You don’t have to invent the idea. McDonald’s did not invent 

hamburgers and Starbucks did not invent coffee. Instead, they pursued markets that already exist 

and did everything better. 

 

4.  Be unique and “do your thing.” Think differently and resist the urge to be a clone. Your 

business is unique. Instead of copying others, differentiate yourself through your concept or 

presentation. You may be offering the same products, but clearly define your unique selling 

proposition to help users see your business apart from your competitors. It is important to identify 

and concentrate on making the unique aspects of your business as superb as possible. 

 

5.  Work hard to give your customers quality products at a reasonable price. Meet client 

expectations so you can win their loyalty. However, be careful not to promise the world to your 

customers in your desire for them to love your product. Promise only what you can reasonably 
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deliver at costs that are acceptable to you. 

 

6.  Know your customers. Be very clear about who your customer(s) will be. Who are they? What 

are they like? What are their motivations for buying your products or services? Where can you find 

them? What is the best way to communicate to them and reach them? The more you know about 

your customers, the more successful your business will be. 

 

7. Don’t wait for perfection. If you’ve got a product or service in mind, you don’t have to wait 

until it is 100% perfect before you release it. Aiming for perfection is good, but it can hold you back. 

You need to start getting out there and be visible. Just be sure to listen to your customers’ feedback 

and adjust or modify your product as you go along. 

 

8. Learn from – and fix – your inevitable mistakes. You will commit mistakes, some big and 

some small. But the key is what you learn from those mistakes, how you correct them, and how you 

improve your business based on those learning. Ultimately, like all successful entrepreneurs, your 

success will depend on how well you learn from your mistakes. 

 

9. Build the right team for your business. The quality of your team – employees (if any), 

investors, professionals and strategic partners — will spell a huge difference in the success or 

failure of your business. In fact, many successful entrepreneurs consider the quality of people as 

key to success. Find people who share your passion and vision for what you want to accomplish 

with the business. Look for people who are ready to fully commit themselves to your business. 

 

10. Provide customers with the ultimate buying experience.  A bike is just like any other 

bike in any store, but think of ways you can sell your bike differently. Recreate in your business the 

best customer experience you have ever had, every time. Make the selling experience personal and 

interactive – and customers will love you for it. 

 

11. Understand your market. Develop a clear understanding of the market and your 

competition (oh yes, you do have competitors). Businesses do not operate out of a vacuum, and it is 

important to learn as much as you can about the industry, the market and the players. You need to 

recognize competitive threats and opportunities; in order to give you time to prepare contingencies 

for either. 
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12. Keep realistic expectations. Starting a business is not easy. You’ve heard the statistics 

that 80 percent of all small businesses fail within five years – yet you think that yours is going to be 

different. Good for you to have that kind of optimism! But don’t forget for a minute that making 

money is hard, period. For some, it even takes up to a month, or worse, even six months before they 

even get a sale! Be prepared for these eventualities. 

 

13. Stick to what you know. Find a business that will play to your strengths. It is easier to 

fire up passion to move forward as well as generate credibility in an area where you have solid 

understanding and knowledge. 

 

14. Be prepared to dedicate time and energy into the business. Building a business is hard 

and definitely not a walk in the park. When you’re just starting a business, you will be doing all the 

work needed to keep it viable. Be patient, as it may take months or even years before the business 

can be viewed as a success. 

 

15. Expect to work a LOT harder than if you were an employee. As an employee, you can 

just do your job in an 8-hour period, go home and even forget about work. As the business owner, 

don’t be surprised to find yourself working 16 hour-days, especially at the start. Plus, you will need 

to wear many hats, as you’ll be responsible for the strategic direction of the business, marketing it, 

administering it, finding financing for it, and many more. 

 

16. Run your business lean. Keep your expenses and spending as lean as you can for as long as 

you can. Keep your fixed overhead as low as possible. It is important that you don’t spend what you 

don’t have! With tight resources, put your money where it can bring in the most bang for your buck, 

such as marketing and product development. 

 

17. Be flexible and willing to change. Be ready to make the shift. Like a child, your business 

can grow, change and mature. Even if you have set how you envision your business, you may find 

out that some things are not working out as expected, and the only option is to make the change. 

Change the things that are not working, improve those that are only marginally performing, and 

keep those elements that really do well in your business. Adjust, but don’t quit, when things are not 

heading in the direction you want it to. 
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18. Try to avoid outside money. If you can do without it, don’t take in investors or outside 

money. Fund your business using your own money, and use your sales to finance your growth. If 

you use your own money, you’ll be forced to spend it only on things that will make sense for the 

business. You will also have no outside pressure dictating the strategies you need to use and 

pushing you to become more aggressive in the company growth. Sweat equity is the best equity. 

 

19. Don’t be afraid to get help. Find people who can give you advice and support. You don’t 

have to do everything alone, and the sooner you realize that, the better. Focus on what you can 

bring the best to the table, and farm out (whether you hire employees or outsource to 

professionals) the other tasks. Seek advice when you need it. Look to your networks, find mentors 

in your community, or go to your local small business centers. 

 

20. Learn from the experiences of others. Be inspired by stories of successful entrepreneurs. 

Connect with other business owners – including those who are running the same type of business 

as yours. Find people who are smarter and more creative than you are online and offline. Better yet, 

find people who really understand the business and have had hands on experience that resulted in 

successful outcomes. 

 

21. Keep your focus. Be clear what your business stands for, and stick to it. Don’t get distracted 

by trying to moonlight for personal profit or even starting another business. Like a baby, that new 

business needs all your support and attention, so don’t open yourself up to situations that divide 

your focus, attention and resources. 

 

22. Keep customers happy. Happy customers are your best marketing tools. Aim to please 

your customers, and they will willingly spread the word about your business. 

 

23. Review your business. Set benchmarks and targets – and review how well (or not) the 

business is doing. It is important that you take time to regularly review, revisit and revise your 

business strategy. Look at changes in the overall economic situation, analyze your industry and 

determine how and where your business stands. 

 

24. Find meaning in what you do. When making the decision to start a business, you are going 
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to invest the most valuable of all resource – your time. You need to believe in what you do in the 

business, and what contribution your business can really give to the community. 

 

25. Adopt a strong moral compass. Stay true to your convictions and draw your own lines. Do 

not overdo it where you lose your own values and your way of life. 

 

If you have any tips that have worked for you in starting your business, please feel free to share 

them below. 

 

How to prepare a feasibility study 

 

The feasibility study must contain several key elements, namely: 

 

1. The idea of the project: The nature of the project is determined in this step, whether 

(industrial – services – trade etc.). A simplified concept of the project is given and the 

environment it is intended for. 

2. The need for the project: In this item the most important reasons for initiating this project. 

This item should be supported with statistics such as the number of similar projects in the area.  

3. Basic raw materials for the project: There should be mention of the   basic raw materials 

needed for the project, and where can it be purchased from.     

4. Products: The products or services made or provided by the project must be mentioned.     

5. Technical elements of the project: This should include several elements: 

a. Stages of Manufacture: A detailed explanation of how the manufacture of any product 

will be done. Taking into account the balance of raw materials involved in manufacturing, 

and the quantities required for production.   

b. Space and location: A description of the site where the project is located and the 

required space and the equipment for its establishment.   

c. Service requirements of the project: This shows the needs of the project in terms of 

services such as water (square meters), electricity (kilowatts per hour), telephone and 

fuel (liters), it should be calculated and estimated in the form of money each month. 

6. Machinery and equipment: The description of each machine or equipment needed for the 

project and power used for each (kilowatts) and whether the equipment is going to be domestic 

or imported. What spare parts required for them and the price of the machines. 
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7. Raw materials needed for the project: The detailed description of each piece that goes into 

production, and packaging and the amount used, whether by weight or by the number of pieces. 

8. Employment: A description of the type of employment required for the project. A description 

of the job duties, job titles and wages must be stated. 

9. Working hours: Whether it is a one shift (8 hours) or two (16 hours) or three (24 hours). 

10. Products: To be described, named and determined by the quantity as well as specifying 

the price of each item. 

11. Packaging: The quality of materials used should be determined in packaging, with the 

addition of a poster showing all product data (product name and logos, if any). Also, the name of 

the producer, address and the name of the natural ingredients, additions and date of production 

and shelf-life should be on the packaging.   

12. Quality: Quality elements should be prepared for the project’s products. Beginning with 

cleanliness of premises to the health of the employees depending on the type of the project. 

13. Marketing: To disclose intended marketing schemes such as participating in various 

exhibitions or taking the wholesale approach.  

14. Financial and economic study: One should prepare a budget for investment costs. 

Investment costs are split between direct costs and indirect costs.  

Direct costs are the raw materials, intermediate raw materials, wages and salaries. Indirect costs 

are electricity, fuel, maintenance, spare parts, marketing expenses, rental of premises and 

insurance on the buildings.  

Also, the value of annual depreciation is considered as indirect costs and is calculated as follows:  

 5% depreciation on buildings and installations;  

 10% on machinery;  

 10% on fixtures, fittings and furniture;  

 20% on transportation;  

 10% on establishment and testing; and  

 10% as an emergency reserve. 

 

From the above, it is found that the fixed capital is:  

Land - buildings and facilities - machinery and equipment - equipment, fixtures, fittings and 

furniture - means of transportation - establishment and testing costs – and the emergency reserve. 

 

The working capital on the other hand is: 
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Raw materials and intermediate raw materials - wages and salaries - electricity and fuel - and 

maintenance and spare parts - marketing expenses - rent of buildings - securing buildings and 

equipment. And it is linked to capital cycle (monthly - bi-monthly).  

 

Annual profits are calculated as follows:  

Total annual sales / Total direct and indirect cost. 
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II. Employment of Women Booklet 

 

Employment of 

Women 

                

 

Saudi society has become more open to the presence of women in the 

workplace. 

Many employers are beginning to recognize the important value women 

bring with them when they are hired as employees. 

It is important that people, and women, are familiar with the rights given 

to them under the Saudi labor law. 

Where women can 

work?  

 

Under the Saudi labor law, there are specific rules that apply to women 

employees.  

One of the differences between male and women employees is that a 

woman is not allowed to be hired to work in jobs that could be harmful to 

her health or may expose her to specific hazards.  

Women are discouraged from working night shifts, since it could expose 

them to harassment by men or they can be victims of crime.  

Maternity Leave 

When a woman employee gives birth to a child, she is entitled to paid 

maternity leave starting 4 weeks before her due date for delivery, and 

after the delivery, she is entitled to 6 weeks paid maternity leave. 

 

Significance?  

Although the woman employee will not be working for almost 10 weeks, 

the employer must pay her the equivalent of : 

- Half her salary if she has worked for the employer for 1 year or 

more and  

- Full salary if she worked for the employer for 3 years or more. 

Maternity medical 

care  

 

In addition, the employer is obliged to pay for a woman employee’s 

maternity medical care.  

Once the woman has returned to work, she is entitled to take 1 hour 

breaks to breast-feed.  

The employer is not allowed to deduct from her salary for taking those 

breaks.  
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Advantages  

 

The employer cannot fire the woman employee during maternity leave.  

The employer cannot fire the woman employee if she is away for more 

than the statutory maternity leave because she is suffering from an 

sickness caused by her delivery.  

As long as her sickness which resulted from her delivery does not last for 

more than 180 days, she will not need to provide the employer with 

medical proof of her absence. 

Providing childcare 

center  

An employers who has 50 women or more working for them who have at 

least 10 children under the age of 6, have to provide appropriate 

caretakers with whom they can leave their children while they work. 

If the employer has 100 or more women working for them, then the 

employer will be under an obligation to set up a childcare center in the 

surrounding area.  

Death of spouse  
Finally, under the Saudi labor law, a woman employee whose spouse 

passes away can miss 15 days of work with her salary paid in full.  

Where to look for 

jobs in Saudi online 

 

www.NaukriGulf.com 

www.GulfTalent.com  

www.MonsterGulf.com 

www.learn4good.com: 

(http://www.learn4good.com/jobs/language/english/list/country/saudi

_arabia/) 

www.mihnati.com 

www.Akhtaboot.com 

www. gulfjobs77.com/Saudi Arabia 

www.wazeefa1.com/ 

www.WorkCircleGulf.com/Saudi_Arabia 

 

  

http://www.gulftalent.com/
http://www.learn4good.com:%20(http:/www.learn4good.com/jobs/language/english/list/country/saudi_arabia/)
http://www.learn4good.com:%20(http:/www.learn4good.com/jobs/language/english/list/country/saudi_arabia/)
http://www.learn4good.com:%20(http:/www.learn4good.com/jobs/language/english/list/country/saudi_arabia/)
http://www.mihnati.com/
http://www.wazeefa1.com/
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III. 
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III. The labor laws of Saudi Arabia 

 

Historical View of The creation of employment opportunities for Saudis 

 

 The old labor law was enacted in 1969.  

 New labor law was enacted in April, 2006.   

 New law has been seen as a break from previous practice.   

 Nevertheless, many provisions in the old law are carried forward to the new legislation, so it is 

helpful to refer to the older legislation as an aid in explaining and understanding the new.  

 The Labor Law does not apply to domestic servants but requires the Ministry of Labor to enact 

special rules with respect to domestic servants.  

 

The Employment Contract 

 

 The Labor Law is applicable to “every contract according to which any person is bound to work 

for the interest of the employer and under his administration and supervision in return for salary.” 

 

           Right to Work 

 Every Saudi citizen has the right to a job. 

 Unfortunately, there is a great deal of unemployment in the country, suffered especially by 

young Saudis.  

 An employer is not doing an employee a favor by hiring him; instead, an employer is merely 

implementing a right recognized by the country’s laws in respect of employment. 

 

Characteristics of the Employment Contract 

- The employment contract should be written, though an oral contract will nevertheless be 

binding.   

 

- Two copies of the employment contract should be made and each of the parties should 

retain a copy.   

The contract must contain, at a minimum: 

 

 Name of the employer and name of company, if any; 
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 Name and nationality of the worker; 

 Identification of the worker (Saudi identity card or foreign passport); 

 Wages to be paid; 

 A description of the employee’s duties; 

 Identification of the duty station, or place where the work will be performed; 

 Date of appointment; 

 Length of the contract.  Non-Saudis may have contracts for an indefinite term; contracts 

employing non-Saudis must be for a limited term.  If such a contract does not specify a term, 

it will be deemed to be limited to the term of the employee’s work permit. 

 

English .vs. Arabic? 

 The Arabic language is controlling, though a contract can be established using another 

language.  

 Common practice in the Kingdom to create a bilingual contract.   

 In case of a labor dispute, all proceedings will be conducted in Arabic and all documents, 

including the Labor Contract, must be submitted to the court in Arabic.   

 In all circumstances, the Arabic text controls, even if the parties specify otherwise. 

 

Probation, Contract Duration 

 An employment contract may specify a probationary period of up to ninety days for any 

new employee.   

 During this period, the employee may be terminated for any reason at the convenience of 

the employer and the employee has no right to complain or to require the employee to 

reinstate him.   

 The requirement of a probationary period and its term must be included in the contract 

otherwise no probationary period will be deemed to exist.   

 An employee may be made to serve only one probationary period, unless the by agreement 

of the parties where the second probationary period is for a new position.   

 Either party can cancel the employment contract during the probationary period without 

incurring the obligation to pay damages to the other.   

 An employer may be compensated for his damages where an employee has failed to 

complete his contract. 
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Relocation of Employees; Change in Duties 

 The reason for including a job description and identification of an employee’s duty in the 

contract is because these cannot later be changed without the consent of the employee.  

 Labor law prevents an employer from transferring an employee where such a transfer 

would require the employee to change his/her residence.  

 Because an employee cannot give up his/her rights under the Labor Law his/her consent to 

transfer cannot be obtained in advance. 

 Except in emergencies or for special periods not over 30 days p.a. (e.g. during an audit or 

taking inventory) an employee’s duties may not be changed from those specified in the 

contract of employment.   

 An employee cannot be made to give up this right in advance.   

 For this reason, the job description should be written in very general language and include 

the phrase, “and other duties as required” so as to give the employer maximum flexibility.  

 

Expiration of the Employment Contract 

 Employment contracts cannot be canceled except for a reason.   

 Employees who are dismissed for no reason are entitled to back pay and reinstatement 

 An employee who resigns without cause is entitled to compensate his employer for “real 

and moral” losses 

 The death of an employee or the documented onset of illness preventing the employee from 

completing his duties constitutes cause for termination of the contract. 

 

 

The following conduct by an employer entitles the employee to terminate the employment 

contract and to damages: 

 Failure to meet contract obligations; 

 Cheating the employee concerning conditions of employment; 

 Changing the employee’s job duties without agreement; 

 Assaulting the employee; 

 Failing to fix an known dangerous condition at the workplace; 

 Paying the employees Final Salary and End of Service Benefit with a bogus explanation in 

order to trick the employee into thinking he had violated the contract. 
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Conduct outside the workplace not grounds for dismissal: 

 An employee may not be disciplined for behavior outside the workplace unless it is work-

related or relates to his relationship with his employer or manager. 

 These relationships outside the workplace tend to involve employers in the lives of their 

employees in ways that are not common in Western jurisdictions, so a clarification that 

employee misconduct outside the workplace unrelated to job performance will not impact 

the employee is a welcome clarification.  

 The references to misconduct relating to the ‘employer or manager in charge’ provides that 

an employee can be terminated for assaulting his employer. 

 

Discrimination in Employment  

 Apart from the general rule that Saudis are entitled to preference in employment, 

employers are to make a 2% of salary contribution to GOSI on behalf of all employees.  

 An additional 9% pension contribution is required only on behalf of Saudi employees.  

 The End of Service Benefit is to be made to all employees regardless of nationality. 

 

 
 
 
Conditions of Employment  

 

Workday/Workweek: 

 

 The workday cannot exceed eight hours per day and the work week cannot exceed 48 hours 

per week. 

 The workday during Ramadan cannot exceed six hours per day and the work week cannot 

exceed 36 hours.   

 

Overtime  

 

 Overtime is to be paid at the rate of 150% of the employee’s regular wage. 
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Breaks 

 An employee may not be forced to work five hours without being given a one-half hour 

break.   

 Lunch, rest and prayer breaks are not included in the calculation of working hours.   

 Friday is a day of rest. 

 Employees must be given time for daily prayers.  

 The determination of ‘prayer time’ is not left to the discretion of the employer but is instead 

in accordance with accepted, Kingdom-wide Islamic religious principals.  

 A minimum of one-half hour per prayer time is the norm. 

 Time necessary for prayer does not constitute a ‘break’ chargeable to the employee. 

 Special status for Professional and Managerial Employees  

 Professional and managerial employees are not bound by the hourly provisions 

 

Leave 

  

 Employees are entitled to 21 days of vacation per year.  Salary must be paid prior to the 

employee taking his vacation.  After five years, the employee is entitled to 30 days per year.  

Untaken leave is to be compensated. 

 

 Employees are entitled to one day leave for childbirth, three days for marriage and three 

days in the event of the death of a spouse, parents or children.   

 A female employee is given fifteen days leave in the case of the death of a spouse.  An 

employee who is enrolled in school must be given leave to take exams.  An employee who 

has at least two years’ tenure must be given ten to fifteen days leave to make the Hajj, or 

pilgrimage to Mecca. 

 An employee with a proven illness shall be given paid sick leave for the first thirty days, 

then 75% of wages for the next sixty days, and no pay after ninety days. 

  

          Holidays 

 There are two holidays in the Kingdom: Eid Al-Fitr and Eid Al-Adha.  

 The Government added the national day September 23rd.   

 Government offices usually close for a week or so for both Eid holidays.   

 Private sector offices usually are closed for a shorter period. 
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 Friday is the day of rest.  

 Many companies work only a half-shift on Thursdays.   

 

Part-Time Employees 

 The Labor Law requires the Ministry of Labor to issue comprehensive rules and 

regulations concerning part-time employees.  

 Unfortunately, the required regulations have not yet been spread.   

 While the law is somewhat unclear, part-time employment is NOT equivalent to full-time 

employment.   

 The hiring of seasonal staff on successive discrete contracts would prohibit payments of 

many benefits available to full-time, regular employees.   

 Where an individual is hired seasonally for a limited term, at the expiration of the term, 

there is NO employer/employee relationship.   

 Note however, that even part-time employees, assuming that they have completed their 

probationary period, are entitled to the End of Service Benefit.   

 However, if a contract is for a specific job (such as construction of a specific project) the 

employment contract shall terminate at the end of the job agreed . 

 New development permits the use of ‘project’ or ‘temporary’ employees without requiring 

an employer to provide permanent employment for an individual. 

Employee’s Compensation 

 An employee injured at work is entitled to employer-paid medical care. 

 

Temporarily disabled 

 

 An employee who is temporarily disabled shall receive the full amount of his salary for 30 

days, then 75% thereafter during the treatment period.   

 

Permanently disabled  

 

 If the disability lasts for one year, the employee is considered permanently disabled and 

entitled to the End of Service Benefit. 

 Employees who suffer permanent injury are entitled to compensation based on 

regulations issued by the Ministry of Labor.   
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 Employees who are permanently disabled shall receive an award of three times their 

annual salary, but in no event less than SAR 54,000.   

 The heirs of an employee who loses his life on the job are also entitled to three years’ salary 

or SAR 54,000, whichever is more. 

 

Health Insurance  

 

 Employer-provided health insurance is mandatory from January 2006.   

 In the first stage, companies having 500 or more employees will have to provide health 

cover to their employees.   

 

Premiums roughly are as follows:  

 For a premium of SAR 2,500, coverage up to SAR 500,000 annually will be available.   

 SAR 300,000 annual coverage is available for a premium of SAR 2,000 and  

 SAR 100,000 coverage is available for a premium of SAR 1,000.   

 Owners of the companies will get coverage of up to more than SAR 1 million for SAR 5,000 

annual premium. 

 

Mandatory Deductions from Salary 

 There is NO income tax, VAT, or similar tax in Saudi Arabia on income earned by employees.  

 However, Saudi employees are subject to the following deductions in favor of the General 

Organization for Social Insurance (“GOSI”).   

 The total cost of GOSI insurance is 20%;  

 9% is paid by the employee,  

 the remaining 11% is borne by the employer.   

 

As an example, where an employee earns SAR 100 per month: 

Employee’s share:  9% of SAR 100 = SAR 9 

Employer’s share: 11% of SAR 100 = SAR 11 

Total of employer + employee share = SAR 20 (20%) 

Net to employee: SAR 91 (SAR 100 – SAR 9 = SAR 91) 
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Transfer of Employees 

 

 Under the old law, an employee had to obtain a ‘no objection’ from his employer in order to 

commence work with a new employer.   

 Now, except for those employees who have access to trade secrets or confidential 

information, the consent of the previous employer is no longer required.   

 

Non-compete clauses 

 Note however, that non-compete clauses will be honored.   

 However, these clauses must be in writing and CANNOT be longer than 2 years.   

 If there is no written agreement, or non-compete clause in an employment contract, the law 

will not impose any restrictions. 

 

Pay period  

 An employee’s pay period cannot be changed without his written consent. 

 An employee cannot be assigned duties other than those specified in the labor contract 

except in emergency cases and for no more than 30 days per year without his/her written 

consent . 

Termination of the Employer-Employee Relationship 

 

The employer-employee relationship can be terminated: 

 

 By agreement of the parties, 

 At the end of a definite term contract; 

 At the request of either party in the case of indefinite term contracts; 

 At retirement (age sixty for men and fifty-five for women); or 

 Force majeure. 

 

Retirement: 

 The retirement provisions do not come into force until April 26, 2008.   

 The parties to a labor contract can agree to permit an employee to work beyond that date.   

 Where there is NO agreement, the retirement age may be extended if the labor contract 

extends beyond the employee’s 60TH birthday.   
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 In case of an indefinite term contract, the employee’s attaining the age of 60 or 55 is the 

triggering factor. 

 

Indefinite term contract:  

 Labor Law requires a ‘legal reason’ (i.e., just cause) for termination of an indefinite term 

contract employee.   

 Even when there is just cause… 

 

Monthly paid employees: 30 days notice is required  

 

Otherwise paid employees: 15 days.   

Failure to give proper notice requires the employer to pay an indemnity equal to the notice 

period’s wages. 

 

End of Service Benefit (ESOB)  

 The End of Service Benefit (ESOB) was enacted so as to ensure that upon leaving 

employment, an employee would be provided with a sum sufficient to satisfy his/her 

financial needs until new employment could be found.   

 The ESOB is calculated on the basis of ‘basic wage.’   

 The term ‘basic wage’ is defined broadly under the Labor Law as “everything the employee 

receives in return of his work according to a written or unwritten contract…plus merit 

increases,” not all payments or valuable items given to an employee will be considered part 

of the basic wage.   

 

The Labor Law introduces the concept of “Actual wages” and there is a good deal of overlap 

between the two concepts.   

In the past, Saudi Labor courts have classified certain kinds of payments as coming under the 

concept of ‘wages.’   

 

 Calculation of End of Service Benefits 

 Severance pay is not payable before the end of the employment relationship.   

 End of service benefits should never be paid until the employment relationship has 

terminated.   
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 This is because the regulatory severance pay is payable in full at the end of the employee’s 

service regardless of any payments made prior to that point.   

 To ease this right in any way would be to defeat the drafter’s intent to safeguard the 

workman’s financial security during the period in which he is actually unemployed. 

 There is no longer any distinction between the ESOB for an indefinite term employee and 

a definite term employee.   

 The benefit is calculated by adding one-half month’s wage for each of the first five years 

and one month’s wage for each of the subsequent years.   

 For fractions of a year, the workman shall be entitled to severance pay which is 

proportionate to his service period during that year. 

 

 

Examples: 

  

Employee works three years and his wage is SAR 1,000 per month: 

(1/2 x SAR 1,000) x 3 = SAR 1,500 EOSB. 

 

Employee works seven years and his wage is SAR 1,000 per month: 

{(1/2 x SAR 1,000) x 5} + {(1 x US$ 1,000) x 2 = SAR 4,500 EOSB. 

 

Employee works 1 year and three months and his wage is SAR 1,000 per month: 

(1/2 x SAR 1,000) x 1.25 = SAR 625 EOSB. 

 

 In all cases, the employee must give the employer 30 days’ notice.   

 The ‘service period’ includes paid leaves, any probationary period but excludes unpaid 

leaves of absence.   

 An employee who resigns because of serious illness or disability is entitled to end of 

service benefits.   

 If an employee cannot work because of force majeure he is entitled to end of service 

benefits.   

 This obviously is a fact-driven question.   

 Finally, FEMALE EMPLOYEES are entitled to end of service benefits if they resign their 

employment due to marriage or childbirth. 
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Disputes 

 The Labor Law established the “Labor Disputes Settlement Commissions.”   

 

The Commissions have two roles:  

 Insuring compliance with the law and  

 Settling disputes between employers and employees.   

 There is a one year statute of limitations, or prescriptive period, which applies to disputes 

between employers and employees.   

 This is important, because otherwise there are few legal statutes of limitations in Saudi 

jurisprudence.   

 The Commission will investigate the complaint, take or development evidence as 

necessary, and make an award.   

 Failure to honor the award or to otherwise violate the regulations will result in the 

imposition of additional penalties. 

 Saudi law applies to the resolution of such disputes, even if the parties have chosen the 

laws of another country in their labor contract.  

 

Saudization 

 Labor Law, provides that employment is a right of the Saudi national and may not be 

exercised by others unless certain conditions have been fulfilled.   

 

 The government recognizes that foreign workers comprise a large part of the workforce in 

Saudi Arabia.  To insure that there would be jobs for the country’s growing population, the 

government took steps to increase the percentage of Saudi nationals employed in any given 

business.  This policy is known as “Saudization.” 

 

Certain employee categories are reserved to Saudi nationals.  These are: 

 

 Recruitment officials and personnel; 

 Receptionists; 

 Expeditors; 

 Liaison personnel with government offices; 
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 Cashiers; and 

 Security Guards. 

 

 Companies employing more than 20 employees must increase the number of Saudi 

employees by 5% annually.   

 This percentage may be modified if a sufficient number of qualified workers are not 

available.   

 Further, firms shall endeavor to employee Saudi nationals in different professional 

categories. 

 There are sanctions if this is not complied with.   

 Thus, the minimum percentage is 30% at the inception of a start-up company.   

 This percentage has to increase in following years by 5% per year.  The Minister of Labor 

can (and does) grant exemptions. 

 Saudi employees of an affiliated company cannot be considered as Saudi employees of 

another company for Saudization requirements.   

 Based on Labor Law, an employee is considered an employee of the company with whom 

they have a direct contractual relationship.   

 The subcontracted employees are not are not employed by the contracting company and 

therefore are not counted for the parent company’s percentage compliance needs.  

 An employer may not allow his employee to work for another employer and an employee 

may not work for another employer.   

 In the bidding for contracts, often times one of the key evaluation criteria for many tenders 

cover the level and degree of Saudi involvement in the project.  In those instances, the 

number of Saudi employees working for an affiliated company is often of benefit to the 

bidder. 

 

 Note that there is no requirement that salaries paid to Saudi employees amount to a certain 

percentage of the total labor payroll. 
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 Employment of Women 

 

            WE HAVE MANY RIGHTS!!! 

 

 Saudi society has become more open to the presence of women in the workplace. 

 Many employers are beginning to recognize the important value women bring with them 

when they are hired as employees. 

 It is important that people, and women, are familiar with the rights given to them under the 

Saudi labor law.  

 

Where can women  work? 

 Under the Saudi labor law, there are specific rules that apply to women employees.  

 One of the differences between male and women employees is that a woman is not 

allowed to be hired to work in jobs that could be harmful to her health or may expose 

her to specific hazards.  

 Women are discouraged from working night shifts, since it could expose them to 

harassment by men or they can be victims of crime. 

 

Maternity Leave 

 

When a woman employee gives birth to a child, she is entitled to paid maternity leave starting 4 

weeks before her due date for delivery, and after the delivery, she is entitled to 6 weeks paid 

maternity leave.  

 

Significance? 

 Although the woman employee will not be working for almost 10 weeks, the employer must 

pay her the equivalent of : 

 

    Half her salary if she has worked for the employer for 1 year or more and  

     

   Full salary if she worked for the employer for 3 years or more. 

 maternity medical care 
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 In addition, the employer is obliged to pay for a woman employee’s maternity medical 

care.  

 Once the woman has returned to work, she is entitled to take 1 hour breaks to breast-feed.  

 The employer is not allowed to deduct from her salary for taking those breaks.  

 

 

Advantages 

 The employer cannot fire the woman employee during maternity leave.  

 The employer cannot fire the woman employee if she is away for more than the statutory 

maternity leave because she is suffering from an sickness caused by her delivery.  

 As long as her sickness which resulted from her delivery does not last for more than 180 

days, she will not need to provide the employer with medical proof of her absence. 

 

Providing childcare center  

 An employers who has 50 women or more working for them who have at least 10 children 

under the age of 6, have to provide appropriate caretakers with whom they can leave their 

children while they work. 

 

 If the employer has 100 or more women working for them, then the employer will be under 

an obligation to set up a childcare center in the surrounding area. 

 

   Death of spouse 

 Finally, under the Saudi labor law, a woman employee whose spouse passes away can miss 

15 days of work with her salary paid in full.  

 In contrast, male employees are only given 3 days off work with full pay in the event that 

their spouse dies.  
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IV.  كتابة طريقك إلى المقابلة الشخصية 
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V. 
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Interviewing skills workshop  
 
 
How To Get An Interview?  
 
 

E-recruiting 

 Search online for job vacancies. Recruiting websites in Saudi Arabia. 

 Resume/CV: Hard/Soft copy of resume/CV to secretaries 

 Networking: Professors, Students, Friends, Family 

 www.gulftalent.com 

 www.naukrigulf.com 

 www.learn4good.com:(http://www.learn4good.com/jobs/language/english/li

st/country/saudi_arabia) 

 www.mihnati.com 

 www.akhtaboot.com 

 www.gulfjobs77.com/saudi_arabia 

 www.wazeefa1.com 

 www.workcirclegulf.com/saudi_arabia 

 
 

 
Interviewing is a two-way street 
 

 Employers are looking to see if you are appropriate for the job and their culture 

  You decide if the environment is right for you. 

 Believe in yourself that you are an asset to them (BE CONFIDENT) 

 
Types of interviews                   

 Phone: used as an initial screen of candidates or to narrow the pool of applicants 

 One-on-One: most common interview style and incorporates you with the potential 

employer 

 Panel or Group: allows many individuals to interview you at once 

 Meal: used to see how you interact or function in a social setting 
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 Second or On-site Interview: this allows one to get a tour of the facility, meet the 
staff, and additional questioning from different employees and/or administration 

 
5 CRITICAL QUESTIONS  
so be prepared to answer them… 

 What Do You Consider Your Weaknesses? 

 What Do You Consider Your Strengths? 

 Describe a Failure in Your Professional Life 

 Describe a Success in Your Professional Life 

 Why Are You Leaving Your Current Position? 
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Writing Your way into a Job Interview 

 

 

Résumés are a  

 

 Self Marketing Tool 

 Personal Ad 

 Job Skills Showcase 

 “Value Added” to Future Employer 

The average recruiter will give your resume approximately 10-20 seconds upon initial 

review! 

 

Then what can you do? 

 Create a powerful resume. 

What will a Powerful resume do for you? 

 It is only a tool to get you an opportunity for a job. 

 A resume cannot guarantee you the job 

 

A Resume is NOT a CV 

 A CV is used in academic and research-oriented job searches.   

 A CV is of flexible length 

 A CV is a record of your academic accomplishments and credentials. 

 A resume is used in business, non-profit, government and other types of job searches. 

 A resume should be 1 page, 2 pages max.   

 A resume is not all-embracing; it should be targeted to a particular job in a particular field.   

 

The Power steps to Powerful resume writing 

The FOUR Am exercise 

What is an objective statement? 

A short section (usually 1-3 lines), often in the form of a sentence fragment, immediately below 

your contact information  

An “at a glance” picture of you and your career interests 

Other names: Professional Objective, Resume Capsule, Career Goals, etc. 
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Why write one? 

Emphasize key qualifications, skills and/or goals 

Help your readers find what they need to know quickly 

Make a good first impression 

 

Q: Is this a good objective statement? 

An internship allowing me to utilize my knowledge and expertise in different areas 

 

Well-written but raises too many questions 

For example: What kind of internship? What knowledge? What kinds of expertise? Which areas? 

 

A good objective statement answers questions 

What position(s) are you applying for? 

What are your main qualifications? 

What are your career goals? 

What is your professional identity? 

 

The importance of tailoring 

Sometimes one size does NOT fit all 

Each person and employer is unique in certain ways 

Aim for a custom fit when possible, but how? 

 

Getting started 

Reflect on your overall qualifications and career goals: In what ways are they typical?  Unique? 

Research individual employers in your field: In what ways are employers alike?  Different? 

 

Questions about you 

 What are your main qualifications, strengths, skills, and areas of expertise? 

 What position(s)--or type of position--are you seeking? 

 What are some of your professional goals? 

 What type of organization or work setting are you most interested in? 
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Questions about employers 

 What qualifications are most desired by employers in your field? 

 What positions are available on the job market?  What are they titled? 

 What are some goals of the organizations that interest you? 

 What kinds of organizations are now hiring? 

 

“Instant” objective statements 

For practice, fill in the parts in brackets 

To utilize my [qualifications, strengths, or skills] as a [position title] 

A position as a [position title] for [company name] allowing me to develop my 

[qualifications, strengths, or skills]  

An opportunity to [professional goal] in a [type of organization, work environment, or field] 

[position title] with emphasis in [areas of expertise] 

 

The Experience Section 

 What is an experience section? 

 A section that emphasizes your past and present employment and/or your participation in 

relevant activities 

 Other common names: Professional Experience, Work History, Field Work, Volunteer Work, 

etc. 

 Special names: Technical Experience, Supervisory Experience, Aviation Experience, etc. 

 

Informing to persuade 

 Provide information to help persuade prospective employers that your experiences make 

you qualified for the job 

 Help your resume stand out from others in the stack 

 Construct your professional identity 

 

What goes into this section? 

 Company or organization and location (city, state) 

 Position title 

 Dates of employment or involvement 

 Descriptions of responsibilities, duties, achievements, etc. 
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Where should you put this section? 

Above or below your education section? 

It depends 

How much work experience do you have? 

Which is stronger, your education or your work experience section? 

Place strongest, most relevant section closest to top of the page 

 

Getting started 

List your past and present experiences.   

Include: 

 jobs  

 volunteer positions 

 appointments 

 assistantships  

 internships 

 

Describing experiences 

To tailor the content of this section, circle each item that is… 

Related to your career goals 

Asked for in job ads and descriptions 

Choose one experience you circled and describe briefly 

 

Strategies to be discussed  

 Using action words 

 Answering the journalistic questions 

 Making descriptions parallel 

 Viewing experiences as a professional 

 

Developing your descriptions 

Use varied action words to describe experiences 

Answer the journalistic questions: 

Who?…With whom did you work? 
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What? …What duties did you perform? 

Where? …Where did your job fit into the organization? 

Why? …What goals were you trying to accomplish? 

When? …What timelines were you working under? 

How? …What procedures did you follow? 

 

The Education Section 

 What is an education section? 

 A section that emphasizes your educational background and formal training 

 Usually a major section for college students and recent graduates 

 

Purposes: to inform and persuade 

 Give information about your schooling and training 

 Persuade employers your educational background is relevant to the job, providing evidence 

of your qualifications 

 

Help your resume stand out from others in the stack 

 

What is an honors and activities section? 

 A section that emphasizes your participation in relevant activities and any honors you have 

received 

 Other names: Awards, Memberships, Volunteer Work, Hobbies 

 

Why bother? 

 Fill up white space 

 Provide additional evidence of your qualifications 

 Give employers a sense of who you are outside of school and work 

 

Where does this section go? 

 Usually last section on last page 

 Sometimes omitted 

 May follow this section with “References Available upon Request” 
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Exploring content possibilities 

 Extracurricular activities 

 Awards, grants, prizes, and special honors 

 Memberships in professional clubs and organization 

 Volunteer activities 

 Hobbies 

 

Big or little? Major or minor? 

 How relevant are your honors and activities?  

 Which honors and activities would most interest prospective employers? 

 How much space do you have? 

 May be short list at bottom 

 May be a major section, resembling work experience 

 Using visual design 

 Simple list 

 Columns 

 List with bulleted descriptions 

 Coordinate with other sections 

 

Plan of attack 

 Brainstorm 

 Decide what to include based on relevance, interest-value, and space considerations 

 Match organization and design with rest of resume 

 Seek critical feedback 

 

Resume Dos 

 DO think of your resume as an ad for your qualifications, not an autobiography. 

 DO begin each bullet point with a verb.   

 DO included paid and unpaid experience to demonstrate the range of what you’ve done.  

 DO show the reader why you’re a good match for a particular job.  

 DO make several resumes, with each one targeting a particular field.  

 DO look at other resumes to see how they are written.  
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Resume Dos 

 DO use reverse chronology (the most recent position is your first entry) to organize your 

education and experience.   

 DO format your resume clearly.   

 DO proofread many times. 

 DO ask others to look at your resume.   

 DO remember that most employers will only look at your resume for 15-30 seconds.   

 

Resume Don’ts 

 DON’T make your reader dig for information. 

 DON’T tell everything you’ve ever done.  

 DON’T use complete sentences 

 DON’T include personal information, such as age, race, marital or health status.   

 DON’T make your resume too dense, busy or cute.   

 DON’T use a font smaller than 10 point. 

 DON’T use fancy fonts that are hard to read.    


